Date: 6th May 2020


According to this notification, the End Term Examinations (Even Semester) shall be conducted as follows:

a) Final Semester for all Programs: 20.06.2020 (Saturday) onwards
b) Other Semesters for all Programs: 01.07.2020 (Wednesday) onwards

The End Term Examination shall be held either in Pen & Paper mode (Physical)/ conventional mode by following Social distancing norms/online/ blend of online & conventional. The detailed Guidelines for Physical mode are uploaded on the GGSIPU website. The Guidelines for Online Examination shall be notified later by GGSIP University.

The students who have not signed R.C. for their back papers in which they want to appear in the current even semester are required to provide information, if they wish to appear, by sending a mail to alsdelhi@amity.edu by 15th May 2020 so that R.C. could be forwarded to COE, IPU.

All students of 2017 & 2016 Batch (3rd & 4th year students) are also hereby informed that they are required to undertake Summer Internship during the period from 7th May till 20th June 2020 either in companies or undertake online internships. The students who are unable to get any opportunity for online internships should inform to ALSD (alsdelhi@amity.edu) regarding completion of the same as per University/UGC guidelines latest by 25th May 2020.

For further assistance, student/s may contact ALS, Delhi Academic Students Support.

(Acting Director)
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